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A stunning, tragic memoir about John F. Kennedy Jr., his wife Carolyn Bissett, and his cousin

Anthony Radziwill, by Radziwillâ€™s widow, now a star of The Real Housewives of New York.What

Remains is a vivid and haunting memoir about a girl from a working-class town who becomes an

award-winning television producer and marries a prince, Anthony Radziwill. Carole grew up in a

small suburb with a large, eccentric cast of characters. At nineteen, she struck out for New York City

to find a different life. Her career at ABC News led her to the refugee camps of Cambodia, to a

bunker in Tel Aviv, and to the scene of the Menendez murders. Her marriage led her into the old

world of European nobility and the newer world of American aristocracy. What Remains begins with

loss and returns to loss. A small plane plunges into the ocean carrying John F. Kennedy Jr.,

Anthonyâ€™s cousin, and Carolyn Bessette Kennedy, Caroleâ€™s closest friend. Three weeks later

Anthony dies of cancer. With unflinching honesty and a journalistâ€™s keen eye, Carole Radziwill

explores the enduring ties of family, the complexities of marriage, the importance of friendship, and

the challenges of self-invention. Beautifully written, What Remains â€œgets at the essence of what

matters,â€• wrote Oprah Winfrey. â€œFriendship, compassion, destiny.â€•
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I bought this book in an airport because of the cover. The cover photo is one I have in my bedroom.

I was in a huge hurry to get a book for the plane ride and I didn't notice the author's name

particularly.I read the entire book on that plane ride and it was an out of body experience for me



because I have just recently finished helping my sister die. The book reviewer who treated it as

though it were a "Kennedy" book disguised as a memoir and alluded that she was somehow

capitalizing on a famous name to sell a book obviously isn't in this club that I now live in. Grief is a

horrific world. It's the story of your life and I think she had to tell it to survive.First of all, it's well

written (no joke, the woman is a journalist---they practice the craft daily). This reviewer claims the

book is "padded" with her childhood experiences. Excuse me, it's a memoir ! ! ! Childhood

MEMORIES are not padding in a MEMOIR. The fact that her marriage -- to a person who is

happens to be the maternal cousin of John Kennedy---dominates the book is because that was the

biggest "story" in her life. So, naturally, a good writer of a MEMOIR will emphasize the biggest story

of their life. And, it's not the biggest story of her life because he had a famous name. It's the biggest

story of her life because her husband was handed a death sentence and she had to help him live

knowing he was going to die.This is NOT a "Kennedy" book (didn't know that was a category), it's a

memoir that does a most excellent job of describing being in the inner circle of a young person who

has been handed a death sentence. I know because I have lived it.For this author it was her

husband. For me, it was my younger sister who got her death sentence at 36.
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